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1. Introduction 

Heat addition to flows expanding through a Laval nozzle can be 
achieved in a number of ways such as by exothermic chemical reactions, 
phase change, etc. The classical gas dynamic equations for nozzle flows then 
need to be supplemented by the corresponding nonequilibrium rate equa- 
tions which give rise to internal heat release. Usually such a system of 
equations appears complicated to analyze, and one instead chooses to treat 
the amount of internal heat release as a given function of the nozzle axial 
coordinate. Such flows will be termed diabatic. A comprehensive discussion 
of diabatic flows is already available in the literature from the work of 
Shapiro (1953), Jungclaus and van Raay (1967), M6hring (1979), Zierep 
(1990) and its application to nozzle flows with nonequilibrium condensation 
can be found in Wegener and Mack (1958), Pouring (1965) and Barschdorff 
(1967). It is well-known that when the amount of internal heat release 
exceeds a certain limit the phenomenon usually referred to as thermal 
choking occurs. The flow in this case is visualized by the existence of normal 
shock waves and is termed supercritical. It is commonly believed that the 
flow Mach number reaches unity at thermal choking and the critical amount 
of heat not to be exceeded in shock free flows is usually obtained by 
application of the corresponding expression for diabatic flows in channels of 
constant area [Wegener and Mack (1958)]. A satisfactory theory of thermal 
choking in nozzle flows seems lacking. 

It is the purpose of this study to lay down the fundamentals of such a 
theory for diabatic nozzle flows and for flows with nonequilibrium conden- 
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sation. For this reason the expression for the critical amount of heat 
necessary for thermal choking is defined and models that approximate this 
expression are constructed for both diabatic nozzle flows and flows with 
nonequilibrium condensation. In particular for condensing nozzle flows a 
cubic equation for an estimate of the limiting condensate mass fraction in 
shock free flows is derived and agreement with experimentally visualized 
results is achieved. Consequently a decisive criterion for sub- and supercrit- 
ical flows is established. The necessary and sufficient conditions for thermal 
choking are then stated. It is shown that the classical view which assumes 
that the flow Mach number be unity at thermal choking may not hold in 
general for condensing flows in the widely adopted two-phase homogeneous 
dispersed flow model unless the latent heat of condensation is treated as a 
constant. 

2. Integro-algebraic theory of nozzle flows with heat addition from phase 
change and internal sources 

We consider the transonic flow of a mixture of a carrier gas (herein 
denoted by subscript i) and a condensible vapor (herein denoted by 
subscript v) through a converging-diverging Laval nozzle with initial reser- 
voir temperature T~, initial specific humidity COo, initial relative humidity ~b0 
and with geometry as shown in Fig. 1. We let x '  denote the axial coordinate 
with origin at the throat and assume that the state of the vapor crosses the 
co-existence line at a location x~ called the saturation point. We nondimen- 
sionalize the axial coordinate by x - x ' / 2 y *  where 2y* is the height of the 
throat. We further normalize the mixture pressure p' ,  the mixture tempera- 
ture T' and the mixture density Q' by choosing the saturation state, herein 
denoted bY subscript s, as a reference state: 

p '  T' O' 
P =-Ps T =  ' ~ =- ' T's ~'s 

where ~'~, T; and p; are respectively the mixture density, the mixture 
temperature and the mixture pressure at the saturation point. The area is 

Z . L . J ( ( [ /  ( ( [ /  / /  

Wo 2Y*~ 0 ;A'(x') 
R*| 

Figure 1 
Geometry of a Laval nozzle. 
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normalized in a similar manner as 

A '(x) 
A(x )  =- A ' ( x s )  

where x is the normalized axial coordinate and Xs is its value at saturation. The 
normalization of the flow velocity u' is carried out somewhat differently by 

U ~  

where 9~ is the universal gas constant and #0 is the molecular mass of the 
mixture defined by 

# o  I - c o 0 # ~  -1 + ( 1  - C O o ) # 7  l 

with/z,-, #~ respectively denoting the molecular masses of the carrier gas and 
of the condensible vapor. We also let g', defined by 

! 
g "  = m c o n  

/ 
m mix 

where rn~,ix and m'~o,, are respectively the mass flow rates of the mixture and 
of the condensed phase, denote the nonequilibrium condensate mass frac- 
tion, L I ( T )  denote the latent heat of condensation at some normalized 
temperature T and Q~n(x) denote the total amount of heat added to the flow 
from internal sources at any location x. We further define Cpo, the normal- 
ized specific heat at constant pressure, by 

? _/~oCpo 
Cpo - ~ _ 1 9~ 

where 7 is the isentropic exponent and Cp0 is the mixture specific heat at 
constant pressure given by 

t ! 
- + (1 -  Oo)C ; 

t ! with cp~ and cpi denoting respectively the specific heats at constant pressure 
of the vapor and of the carrier gas. With the above normalization and the 
conventional assumptions used for modelling the two-phase dispersed flow 
mixture (e.g. see Wegener [1969]), the mixture flow and state equations for 
steady one-dimensional nozzle flows with heat addition from nonequi- 
librium condensation and internal sources can be conveniently written as 

~uA = us 

2 p A  + ~uZA = 1 + u,  + R (g ' ,  x)  

1 2 
Cpo T + gu -- q(g  ', x)  = Cpo To 

p =  ~oT(1 -#~ g ' )  

(1)  

(2)  

(3)  

(4)  
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where the conventional momentum differential equation is replaced by the 
integral momentum theory, Eq. (2), and where q(g', x) and R(g', x) are 
defined by 

g'L'(T) + Q~n(x) 
q(g', x) =- (5) 

91T;/m 

f f  dA R(g', x) - P(g'(~), 4) --~ d~ (6) 
s 

and To = T'o/T'~. It is obvious that the system of equations given by 
(1)-(6) does not form a complete system since no consideration of the 
nonequilibrium condensation rate equation is yet given. The nonequi- 
librium condensation rate equation is very complicated and requires cer- 
tain assumptions about the nature of condensation nuclei formation and 
their subsequent growth together with a knowledge of some thermody- 
namic properties of both the condensible vapor and the condensed phase 
which are generally poorly known. In spite of this fact Hill (1966) has 
carried out a detailed analysis of the physical mechanisms underlying the 
nature of the rate processes required for the construction of the nonequi- 
librium condensation rate equation. Asymptotic theories of the nonequi- 
librium condensation rate equation for nozzle flows (with different 
ordering of the double-limit process corresponding to large nucleation time 
followed by small droplet growth time) that yield the structure of conden- 
sation zones are already available from the work of Blythe and Shih 
(1976) and Clarke and Delale (1986). Results of experiments conducted in 
nozzle flows during the expansion of moist air and pure steam which 
reveal some general features about the physics of nonequilibrium conden- 
sation can also be found in the work of Wegener and Mack (1958), 
Pouring (1965), Barschdorff (1967), Wegener (1969), Schnerr (1989) and in 
their extensive references. 

However, in what follows no discussion of the condensation rate equation, 
except for some well-known general features that have already been verified 
both theoretically and experimentally, is needed for the analysis of thermal 
choking and thereby we can proceed without loss of generality by assuming 
that g' =g'(x) is an arbitrary, positive, strictly increasing function for 
X ~ X  s .  

The system of equations (1)-(4) can then be solved for the flow 
velocity u in functional form as 

u(g', x) = {[1 + u 2 + R(g', x)]/(2us) } +_ x/A(g', x) (7) 
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where A(g', x) is defined by 

1 + u, + R(g', x) 
A(g' ,  x) - 2us 

- #~ 1 - # ~  ' T o +  (8) 
27 Cpo / 

The remaining flow variables Q, p and T can then be given in functional 
form in terms of u(g', x) as 

0(g', x) - us (9) 
u(g', x)A(x) 

2 1 + us + R(g', x) -- usu(g, x) 
p(g', x) = ( 1 O) 

A(x) 
q(gl, x) [u(g I, x)] 2 

T(g', x) = To + - -  (11) 
Cpo 2Cpo 

In Eqs. (7)-(11) Q~,(x) and A(x) are assumed given. However, neither the 
function g'(x) nor the impulse function R(g', x) nor the latent heat of 
condensation L'(T)  are known. Even if g'(x) were exactly supplied by 
experiment or any other means, Equations (7)-(11) would still not consti- 
tute a local solution of Eqs. (1)-(4)  since L'(T)  and R(g', x) remain to be 
evaluated. Indeed for any given strictly increasing function g'(x), Eqs. 
( 7 ) - ( l l ) - - j u s t  like Eqs. ( 1 ) - ( 4 ) - - f o r m  a system of integro-algebraic 
equations for the flow variables 0, p, T and u. This means that Eqs. 
(7)-(11) do not completely decouple the rate equation from the flow and 
state equations (1)-(4).  Thus it seems nothing special has yet been gained 
from the integro-algebraic formulation of nozzle flows. However, when for 
some given gl(x) certain approximations for R(g', x) and L'(T)  are made, 
some flow models which possess an approximate solution of Eqs. (1)- (4)  
given by Eqs. (7)-(11) can be constructed. Furthermore the actual solution 
of the system of Eqs. (1)-(4)  can in principle be obtained from these 
approximate solutions by iteration. Thus we proceed by applying the 
integro-algebraic formulation to different nozzle flow regimes to obtain 
either exact or approximate solutions of Eqs. (1)-(4).  

2.1. Isentropic nozzle flows 

For isentropic nozzle flows we set g '  -- 0 and Q i', (x) = 0. In this case the 
system of Eqs. (1)-(4)  form a complete system. We herein show how Eqs. 
(7)-(11) for isentropic nozzle flows reduce to the exact classical solution. 
Before we proceed any further, we first note that the mixture of gases should 
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now be interpreted as a mixture of two noncondensible gases. In this case 
the saturation reference state has no physical basis and we assume that 
normalization is carried out with respect to any other reference state of our 
choice to be denoted by subscript b. Thus in the preceding formulation we 
replace subscript s by subscript b. In this case the impulse function R and 
the function A in Eqs. (7)-(11) can be exactly evaluated from the isentropic 
nozzle flow relations as 

Mb / 1 + (7 --2 1____~) M~ 
R Ris(X) 

M(x) ~ 1 -~ (7 - 1) M2(x ) ( 1 + 7MZ(x)) - 7M~ - 1 (12) 

2 

I (7 - 1) 1 1 + ~ M~, (M2(x) - 1) 2 

A - Ais (x)  = 
(7 -- 1) M2(x)] (13) F 47M2(x) 

l_ 1 + - - - - 5 - -  
_1 

where M(x) is the local isentropic flow Mach number, Mb is its value at the 
chosen reference state b, u~, = 7M 2 and where the subscript is denotes the 
isentropic flow solution. We first note that Ais(x) >- 0 for all x. In particular 
Ais(x) = 0 if and only if M(x)= 1, i.e. at the throat (x = 0). It follows 
directly from Eq. (7) for isentropic flows that 

1-~ (7 - 1-----) Mb2 
2 

uis(x) = M(x) 7 (7 - 1) MZ(x ) (14) 

provided that in Eq. (7) the + sign is chosen for the square root whenever 
M(x) > 1 and the - sign is chosen whenever M(x) < 1. Equation (14) is 
precisely the classical isentropic solution for u (which defines the local speed 
of sound) where normalization is carried out with respect to the reference 
state b. In particular in the limit M ~ 1, we recover the expression for the 
normalised local speed of sound at the throat as 

ui~(0) = 2X/~__~ I1 _+ ( 7 -  1 ) M 2 1 2  " (15) 

By substituting from Eq. (14) into Eqs. (9)-(11) we arrive at the classical 
isentropic flow solution in the above normalization for the remaining flow 
variables as well. Thus we have verified that Eqs. (7)-(11) together with 
Eqs. (12)-(13) indeed satisfy the classical isentropic nozzle flow relations 
[e.g. see Thompson (1972)]. 
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2.2. Diabatic nozzle flows 

We now investigate nozzle flows with internal heat addition from known 
distributed sources. We set g '  -= 0 and Q~,(x) - 0 for x -< xb and Q~,(x) > 0 
for x > xb where Q~n(x) is continuous and strictly increasing for x > Xb and 
where Xb denotes the point where heat addition from internal sources has 
started. We further choose the state at x = Xb as our  reference state for 
normalization and thus replace subscript s by subscript b as in Section 2.1. 
We then obtain at once from Eq. (8) that 

where 

Q(x) Q;n(x) 
- - -  (17) 

Cpo To C'po T'o 

and 

Rdi(x) -- Pdi(~) ~-~ d~ (18) 
b 

with the subscript di referring to diabatic flow conditions. In particular 
Adi(x) = Ai~(x) and Rdi(x) = R~,(x) for x < xb. For  x > xb, Rd~(x) remains 
unknown and should be evaluated from Eq. (18) in order that Eqs. 
(7 ) - (11)  represent the diabatic nozzle flow solution. It follows at once f rom 
Eq. (7) that for a continuous solution we must fulfill the condition 
Adi(x) -> 0 for all x > Xb which is equivalent to 

Q(x) Q*(x) 
-< - -  ( 1 9 )  

Cpo To Cpo To 

for all x > xb where Q*(x), the critical amount  of  heat not  to be exceeded 
at any x, is defined by 

Q,(x)_ (1 + 
cpoTo - (7 + 1)r0 2Ub j -- 1. (20) 

We now define subcritical and supercritical diabatic flows. We call a 
diabatic nozzle flow subcritical if 

Q(x) Q*(x) 

Cpo To epo To 

for all x > xb and supercritical if 

O(x) > Q*(x) 
Cpo To Cpo To 

for some x > Xb. It follows immediately from this definition and inequality 
(19) that supercritical diabatic flows do not admit a continuous solution and 
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are always realized with normal shock waves. An interesting question that 
can be posed now is whether or not  for given initial reservoir conditions, 
nozzle geometry and internal heat addition the flow will be supercritical. 
The answer to this question lies whether or not under given conditions 
inequality (19) is violated at any x. This requires evaluation of Q*(x) given 
by Eq. (20). For x <Xb the evaluation of Q*(x) is simple since 
Rdi(x) = Ris(x), but not useful. The result at any location x -< xb is the same 
as the classical diabatic flow result at fixed constant area A(x) continued 
downstream: 

Q*(x) (M2(x) - 1) 2 
- -  - > 0 .  ( 2 1 )  

epoTo 2(7+  1)M2(x)( 1 +(,- 1____~)2 M2(x)) 

The exact evaluation of  Q*(x)/(cpoTo) for x >xb  requires knowledge of 
Ra~(x) which is presently unknown. In order to proceed further we discuss 
some diabatic nozzle flow models by approximating Rd~(x) for x > Xb. 

Modal I [Wegener and Mack (1958)]. In this model we assume 
Rdi(x) = Rai(Xb)= 0 for x > Xb. This model can be physically realized by 
truncating the nozzle at x = Xb and continuing downstream with heat 
addition from internal sources at constant area Ab = A(Xb) (Fig. 2). It 
follows directly from Eq. (20) that the critical amount  of  heat in this model, 
herein denoted by Q*(x), for x > xb is a constant given by 

Q* (x) _ (Mb z -- 1) 2 < O*(x) (22) 

( (7-1)  M~) CpoTo" Cpo To 2(7 + I)M~, 1 + - - ~ - - -  

We further note that for x > Xb the function A, denoted by At(x) in this 
model, can be evaluated from Eq. (16) as 

- l)  2 - + 1)M (1 + - 1-----2 ) (O_(x) / (e ,  oTo))  
/ N 

2 
A,(x) = \ @ M  2 

/ 

< Aai(x). (23) 

0o 
/ / 

• 

Figure 2 
Nozzle configuration for Model I. 
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In this model all the flow variables for x > Xb can now be evaluated from 
Eqs. (7)-(11) by taking g ' -  0, R = 0, q/(cpoTo) = Q(x)/(cpoTo), A = A• 
and by replacing subscript s by subscript b. 

Model  II. This model is defined by setting Rai(x) = Ri~(x) for all x. It 
seems that this model can not be physically realized as a diabatic model 
since heat addition without increase of entropy is impossible; however, when 
the entropy increase due to internal heat addition within the accuracy of the 
governing equations remains smaller in order of magnitude than the 
changes in the rest of the flow variables, the model characterizes transonic 
small disturbance theory [e.g. see Zierep (1965)]. In this model the critical 
amount of heat, denoted by Q~i(x) < Q*(x), is given by Eq. (21) for all x. 
The function A, denoted by Aix(x) in this model, evaluates to 

l +  (7 - 1 - - -~)  M~ 
2 

All(X)-- ( ( 7 - - l ) M 2 ( x ) )  
@M2(x) 1 + 

x ([M2(x) - 1] 2 -  2(y + l)M2(x) 

) 
<- Adi(x) 

for all x. The flow variables at any location x in this model follow from Eqs. 
(7)-(11) by taking g ' =  0, A = An(x), R = Ris(x), q/(cpoTo) = Q(x)/(cpoTo) 
and by replacing subscript s by subscript b. 

By comparing the above models with the actual diabatic flow, we 
immediately arrive at the following results which are fairly easy to prove: 

Proposi t ion 2.2.1. Q*(x) and Q*(x) are strictly decreasing for x < 0 
(dA/dx < 0) and strictly increasing for x > 0 (dA/dx > 0). Q* (x) is strictly 
decreasing for x < Xb and is a constant for x > x~ whenever xb < 0; Q* (x) 
is strictly decreasing for x < 0, strictly increasing for 0 < x < xb and is a 
constant for x > xb whenever xb > 0. 

Proposit ion 2.2.2.  For  x > Xb > 0 

Q*(x) > Q*i(x) > Q*(x) 

and 

A~(x) > &~(x) > &(x). 
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From the above propositions it seems that Model II is a better approxima- 
tion to the actual diabatic flow. In principle the actual diabatic flow can be 
computed from Model II by iteration. The algorithm is fairly simple: Given 
initial reservoir conditions, nozzle geometry and Q~,(x), one evaluates the 
flow variables from Model II for all x. Using the pressure distribution from 
this model, one obtains the first approximation to the functions Rai(x) and 
Aai(x ) from Eqs. (18) and (16) respectively. Substituting the first approxima- 
tion to the functions Rai(x) and Adi(x) in Eqs. (7)-(11), one arrives at the 
first approximation for diabatic flow variables. Continuing from the pres- 
sure distribution of the first approximation in the same manner, one arrives 
at higher approximations for the diabatic flow variables. Iteration is trun- 
cated when the flow field distribution in the new approximation differs from 
that of the last approximation within admissible degree of error. This 
algorithm is straightforward for subcritical flows where Ad/(x) -> 0 for all x; 
however, it needs to be supplemented by the normal shock relations and by 
the location of the normal shock (shock fitting) for supercritical flows. 
Without entering into the difficult analysis of the supercritical flow solution, 
we attempt to set up a criterion that can predict whether or not for given 
initial reservoir conditions, nozzle geometry and Q~,,(x) the flow is super- 
critical. We restrict our discussion to supersonic heat addition (Xb > O) 
because subsonic heat addition (Xb < 0) requires the influence of the exit 
boundary conditions as well [for numerical solution of the differential 
theory with heat addition in the subsonic region see Jungclaus and van 
Raay (1967)]. It follows at once from Proposition 2.2.2 that the flow is 
subcritical if 

Q(x____)) < Q*(x) (25) 
Cpo To Cpo To 

for all x > xb > O. If inequality (25) is violated for some x > Xb > O, it 
appears that, although Q~r(x) has been exceeded, Q(x) may still remain less 
than Q*(z), thus no conclusion can be reached. In this case the flow may be 
subcritical or supercritical. In order to be able to gain an insight to the 
resolution of this problem, we first define the point x* implicitly by 
A ( x * ) -  0 which is equivalent t o  Q*(x*)/(cpoTo)~ Q(x*)/(cpoTo) (critical 
flow condition). We also let x* and x*r be predictions of x* in Model I and 
Model II respectively. They can be directly evaluated from 

Q(x* ) Q*. (x* ) 
- J j = I ,  I I  (26) 

%0 To cp0 To 

where Q.*(x)/(epoTo)j j =I, II are given by Eqs. (21) and (22). It follows 
immediately from Proposition 2.2.2 that 

O<xb < x ~  < x~ < x*. 
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Figure 3 
Possible predictions of the critical amount of 
heat as a function of the axial coordinate in 
different models for diabatic nozzle flows. 

Cp o To %oTo 

%oTo 

0 
j # ' - -  cpoTo a~" 

J , ~ / / ,  , ~ J  %oTo 

x k x~ x~ x ~ X 

We now suppose that Q(x) > Q*z(x) for some x > x*z > x* > xb > O and try 
to determine whether or not the flow is supercritical. Although a definite 
answer seems not possible in this case, the derivative of Q(x) may be helpful 
in obtaining some information. If dQ/dx = O(1) numerically at x =x*z 
and within a distance of O(x*z-  xb) downstream, then Q(x) will intersect 
Q*(x) at x * >  x*  and the flow will be supercritical (Fig. 3). Otherwise 
the flow may remain subcritical or may become supercritical with a weak 
normal shock wave (such a flow may be called a flow bordering on 
supercritical regime or a flow in the transition regime). A more defini- 
tive criterion requires the evaluation of Q*(x) given by Eq. (20), which 
requires the exact evaluation of Rai(x) and which can only be achieved by 
iteration. 

2.3. Nozzle flows with nonequilibrium condensation 

For nozzle flows with nonequilibrium condensation we set Qi'~(x) = 0 in 
Eq. (5) and retain the notation and normalization of Eqs. (1)-(4).  As 
mentioned earlier Eqs. (1)-(4)  do not constitute a complete system in this 
case unless the nonequilibrium condensation rate equation for g' is consid- 
ered. In order to complete the system we assume that g '  - 0 for x < xs and 
g' = g'(x) is some arbitrary, positive, strictly increasing function for x > Xs. 
The functions R(g', x) and A(g', x) for these flows are then respectively 
given by Eqs. (6) and (8) with 

q(g', x) _ g 'L ' (T)  
_ - -  ( 2 7 )  

Cpo To e'po T'o 
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The flow field for x < xs where g ' - - 0  is given by the classical isentropic 
nozzle flow solution discussion in Section 2.1. Due to the existence of a 
nonequilibrium variable (the condensate mass fraction g'), isentropic flows 
will be termed frozen flows in this section and will be denoted by subscript 
f. Thus for x < xs we have R(g' ,x)=Rf(x)==--Ri .dx)  and A ( g ' , x ) =  
Ag(x) =Ais(x) which are respectively given by Eqs. (12) and (13). To 
discuss the flow field for x > x,, we first define the onset point Xk as the 
location of the collapse of the supersaturated vapor state (which, for 
example, can be determined empirically by static pressure measurements 
within the precision achieved) and from now on reserve the subscript k for 
variables at the onset point. Before proceeding any further, we first discuss 
the nature of flow in the interval Xs < x <- Xk. From the asymptotic theo- 
ries of condensation [Blythe and Shih (1976) and Clarke and Delale 
(1986)], one can easily show that in the interval x~ <- x < Xk the condensate 
mass fraction g' is exponentially small everywhere except for a thin zone 
near Xk. In both theories in the interval Xs < x < Xk the nearly frozen 
approximation R(g' ,  x ) =  Rg(x), L ' ( T ) =  L ' ( T f  ) is easily verified. Experi- 
mentally it is almost impossible to distinguish between R(g' ,  x) and Rr(x), 
L ' ( T )  and L'(TF) in the interval x~ < x < Xk. Numerical computations 
[e.g. see Schnerr and Dohrmann (1989)] also support the same hypothesis. 
Thus we can without hesitation take R ( g ' , x ) = R s ( x  ) in the interval 
x~, < x < Xk. In particular at x = Xk we have 

Rk =- R(g'k, Xk) '~ Rf(Xk) 

l l  + (7 -- 1) 
Ms _ _ - - 2 - -  __M~ 

= Mk 1 + ~ ~ M 2 (1 + 7M~) - 7M 2 - 1 (28) 

2 

where g~ and Mk denote respectively the condensate mass fraction ( ~  1) 
and the local frozen Mach number ( >  1) at onset. Downstream of the 
onset point (x > Xk) the nearly frozen approximation is erroneous since g'  
grows in magnitude. Even if g'(x) were known downstream, the integro- 
algebraic system (7)-(11) would not explicitly determine the flow field 
unless R(g' ,  x) and L ' (T )  are simultaneously evaluated downstream. On 
the other hand one may exceed the critical amount of heat downstream 
of Xk. It follows immediately from Eq. (8) that for a continuous solu- 
tion the critical amount of heat at any location x, herein denoted by 
q*(g ' , x ) ,  not to be exceeded by heat addition from condensation is 
defined by 

2 q*(g' ,  x) _- ([1 + u~ + R(g' ,  x)]/(2Us)) 2 _ 1 (29) 

C1,o To To | g ') 
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where O(g') is defined by 

( 1 + 7  + ( 7 - 1 ) # ~  1 #o ,~ 
o ( g ' )  ; / \ - g ) (30) 

2y 

Similar to the definition in the preceding section for diabatic nozzle flows, 
we call a nozzle flow with nonequilibrium condensation subcritical if 

q(g', x) q*(g', x) 
- - <  

Cpo To Cpo To ' 

for all x > xk and supercritical if 

q(g', x) q*(g', x) 
- - >  

Cpo To Cpo To 

for some x > x~. In order to be able to discuss the flow downstream of xk 
any further and find out whether the flow has become supercritical or not, 
we introduce some models which approximate the actual flow field down- 
stream of xk for given g ' =  g'(x) and L ' =  L'(T):  

Model 1 [Wegener and Mack (1958)]. This model is defined by assum- 
ing that R(g', x) = R~ ~ Rf(xk) and | = | = (y + 1)/(2~) for x > xk. 
Such flows can be realized only approximately when 0 < g ' <  co 0 ~ 1 and 
0 < dA/dx ~ 1 for x > xk. In particular the function A, denoted by Al(g', x) 
in this model, and the critical amount of heat q*, denoted by q~(g', x) in 
this model, evaluate to 

(1 + (7 - 1------J M s 2 ) 2  

Al(g', x ) =  47M~(1 +(7-----~) M ~ ) 2  

1' 1 
< A(g', x) (31) 

q*(g', x) (M~ - 1) 2 q*(g', x) - ( )< (32) 
cpoTo 2(7 + 1)M~ 1 -~ (7 - 1) M]~ cpoTo 

2 

for x > xk where q(g', x)/(cpoTo) is given by Eq. (27). 

Model 2. In this model we take R =Rf(x)=Ri,(x)  and | 
| =(Y + 1)/(2y) for x >x~ where Ris(x) is given by Eq. (12) with 
subscript b replaced by subscript s and M(x) replaced by My(x), which 
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denotes the local frozen (at g ' =  0) Mach number. Such flows can not in 
principle be realized physically since heat addition from nonequilibrium 
condensation without increase of entropy is impossible, therefore predic- 
tions of this model are to be used only as approximations to the actual flow 
field. The function A, denoted by A2(g', x) in this model, and the critical 
amount of heat q*, denoted by q*(g', x) in this model, are given respec- 
tively by Eqs. (31) and (32) where Mk is to be replaced by MF(x ) for x > xk. 

Model 3. This model is defined by simply taking R(g', x) = Rk ,~ Rf(xk) 
for x > xk, a condition which is also assumed in defining Model 1. This 
model can be approximately realized for flows where 0 < dA/dx ,~ 1 for 
x > xk. In fact it can be shown that this model is precisely what is achieved 
in the differently scaled droplet growth zones of the asymptotic theories of 
Blythe and Shih (1976) and Clarke and Delale (1986). In this case the 
function A, denoted herein by A3(g', x), and the critical amount of heat q*, 
denoted herein by * ' q3 (g ,  x), are given by 

a3(g ' ,  x)  = 

1 (T-1) M~) 

47M2( 1 + (7 - 1------)) M ~ ) 2  

x ( ( l + 7 M 2 ) 2 - 4 7 M ~ I l q  ( 7 - 1 )  M ~ ]  |  

[ q(g"x)T] 
x 1+  cp0T0 JJ 

q (x) = 

< A(g', x) (33) 

+ (7 - 1 g'  M 4 

C oVo 

< 

f o r  x > xk .  

2M~I1 + (7 - 1------~) M ~ ] I 7 2  

q*(g', x) 
cpo To 

(34) 

Model 4. In this model we take R(g',x)=Ry(x) for x >Xk (this 
condition is also used to define Model 2). This model can not be realized 
physically either since heat addition from nonequilibrium condensation 
without increase of entropy is impossible. Therefore it should only be used 
for approximate predictions. In this model the function A, herein denoted 
by /~14(g' , x), and the critical amount of heat q*, herein denoted by 
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q*(g', x), are precisely given by Eqs. (33) and (34) where the onset Mach 
number Mk should be replaced by the local frozen Mach number Ms(x ). 

The following results which can be used to compare the above models 
can easily be proved. 

Proposition 2.3.1. For x >xk > 0, | is strictly decreasing and 
R(g', x) is strictly increasing, thereby q*(g', x) and q* (g', x) j = 2, 3, 4 are 
strictly increasing whereas q*(g', x) is a constant. 

Proposition 2.3.2. At any location x > xk > 0 where g'  = g'(x) we have 

AI (g', x) < A2(g', x) < A4(g', x) < A(g', x) 

and 

Al(g', x) < A3(g', x) < A4(g', x) < a(g' ,  x), 

or equivalently 

q*(g', x) < q*(g; x) < q*(g', x) < q*(g', x) 

and 

q*(g', x) < q~(g', x) < q*(g', x) < q*(g', x). 

It follows directly from Proposition 2.3.2 that among all modes discussed 
Model 4 seems to predict the best approximation to the actual flow 
provided that g'(x) and L'(T) are known. As a first step L'(T) can be 
evaluated from its frozen value L'(T F) and then can be corrected for from 
the solution for T by Eq. (11). Although no further comment on the rate 
equation will be made, it suffices to mention that for any given nucleation 
and droplet growth theories (in other words for any given working fluid) the 
function g ' =  g'(x) has to be solved from the nonequilibrium integral rate 
equation constructed by substituting for the thermodynamic state variables 
from Eqs. (7)-(11) [asymptotic solutions with different ordering of the 
double-limit process are already given by Blythe and Shih (1976) and Clarke 
and Delale (1986)]. The actual subcritical flow solution can in principle be 
obtained fi:om this solution by iteration similar to the procedure discussed 
in detail for diabatic flows. The solution for supercritical flows can also be 
given by supplementing the subcritical flow solution by normal shock 
relations and shock fitting. Without going into further details we now 
attempt to find out if the flow becomes supercritical or not. For this reason 
we suppose that the critical flow condition 

q*(g', x) _ q(g', x) 
Cpo To To (3 5) 
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is reached at some location x* in the nozzle where the condensate mass 
fraction has the value g* = g'(x*). It is then obvious that for given initial 
reservoir conditions, nozzle geometry and working fluid, the flow is sub- 
critical if g'(x) < g* for all x > xk > 0 and supercritical if g'(x) > g* for 
some x > xk > 0. In particular for the flow of a mixture of condensible 
vapor with carrier gas (e.g. the expansion of moist air) if we assume that 
all of the vapor has condensed, we arrive at the criterion that the flow 
is subcritical whenever co0<g* and supercritical if co0>g*. On the 
other hand under given flow conditions and geometry g* yields the largest 
possible value of the condensate mass fraction at any location for the 
subcritical flow of a pure vapor. Therefore the prediction of g* is of vital 
importance in determining whether or not the flow is supercritical. Since 
exact evaluation of g* seems not possible at this stage, we discuss pre- 
dictions for it in the models introduced above, if possible. We let g* 
j = 1, 2, 3, 4 be the prediction for g* in the j t h  Model and x* j = 1, 2, 
3, 4 be the corresponding location in nozzle where the critical flow condi- 
tion in the j t h  Model is reached. It then follows from Proposition 2.3.2 
that 

x* < x*  < x*  < x* 

and 

x* < x* < x* < x*, 

or equivalently 

g* <g2* < g *  < g * ,  

and 

g* < g* < g *  < g * .  

Figure 4 shows a typical ordering of x* and x* j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Although 
Model 4 seems to yield the best approximation for the prediction of g*, it 
turns out that only Model 3 and Model 1 yield quantitative results 
whereas Model 4 and Model 2 can be used to interpret how well these 
quantitative results approximate g*. For this reason we first discuss the 
prediction of Model 3 in detail. We define z and e by 

]2o 
z - - -  g~' (36) 

#~L* (37) 
' T' #o C po o 
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I 
q I * 

_]i///z-o; q. / cpoTo 
cp~176 / /  

cpoTo q~ 
~ ~  q cpoTo 

J ,j.../ Cp~O t ~111 = 
�9 *~ Jl X* X 0 x k x I x3~ 

* * 
X 2 Xt~ 

Figure 4 
Possible predictions of the critical amount of heat as a function of the axial coordinate in different 
models for nozzle flows with nonequilibrium condensation. 

where L *  = L ' [ T ( g * ,  x*)]. From the critical condition, Eq. (35) in Model 3, 
we obtain at once a cubic equation to be solved for z: 

2 3 -q- A27.  2 --}- A l z  + Ao = 0 

where 

(38) 

and 

2~ + (7 -- 1) 
A2 = , (39) 

~(7 -- 1) 

[(7 + 1)c~ - 2 ]  
At = , (40) 

- 1 )  

(M~, - 1) 2 
A0 - . (41) 

2 c @ - I ) M ~ ( 1 + ( 7 - 1 )  ) ~  M2 

Equation (38) evaluates g* as a function of  the onset Mach number M k 

provided that L* is known. The branch of the cubic equation (38) corre- 
sponding to the physical solution for g~ must satisfy the condition g* ~ 0 as 
M~--~ 1. It is remarkable that Eq. (38) could also be arrived at using the 
solution of the droplet growth zones in the asymptotic theories of Blythe 
and Shih (1976) and Clarke and Delale (1986). Before we discuss how to 
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evaluate Mk and L* for given initial reservoir conditions, nozzle geometry 
and working fluid, we would like to check how good an estimate g~" is for 
g*. For this reason we define 6 -- x* - Xk where x* is given by g* = g'(x*)  
(in asymptotic theories 6 is simply of the order of magnitude of the 
normalized thickness of the droplet growth zone). It is clear from Proposi- 
tion 2.3.2 that A(g*,x*) >0. Actually it can be shown that 
A(g*, x*) = IO(6)1. In particular when 6-~0, g* ~g* .  We therefore arrive 
at the conclusion that for all practical purposes g* yields a good aproxima- 
tion to g* whenever 6 ~ 1. An estimate of 6 requires the solution of the 
condensation rate equation. For example experiments and numerical com- 
putations by Schnerr (1989) and Schnerr and Dohrmann (1989) show that 
6 ranges between 0.2 and 0.6 numerically for different nozzle geometries (for 
estimates of 6 in asymptotic theories see Blythe and Shih and Clarke and 
Delale). Thus 6 is small compared to unity, but not too small to be ignored. 
This means that g* differs from g*, but not considerably. On the other hand 
if Model 3 is replaced by Model 1, we obtain the results of Wegener and 
Mack (1958): 

C~o T; (M~: -- 1) 2 (42) 

g * -  L* 2(, + l)M~ [1-+ (7 2-1) M2 ] 

where L* = L '[T(g*,  x*)]. Figures 5-7 show typical solutions of g* and 
g*, given respectively by Eqs. (38) and (42), as a function of the onset 
Mach number M~ for the expansion of moist air in different nozzles whose 
geometric specifications are listed in Table 1. In particular Fig. 5 shows the 
effect of the variation of the latent heat on the solution of Eqs. (38) and 
(42). As can be clearly seen (at least for the expansion of moist air) the 
predictions with the minimum latent heat yield only slightly higher values of 
g* and g* than those with the maximum latent heat in the operational 
range of the nozzle. Therefore for all practical computations we set without 
hesitation 

Zl* = L *  = t m i  n ( 4 3 )  

where L~in is the minimum value of the latent heat in the operational range 

Table 1 
Geometric specifications of the circular arc nozzles used in Figs. 5-8. 

Nozzle Throat height Circular nozzle Experimental 
2y* [mm] radius R* [mm] source 

Nozzle # 1 30 400 Schnerr (1986) 
Nozzle 4/= 2 60 584 Barschdorff (1967) 
Nozzle # 3  40 127 Wegener and Pouring (1958) 
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Figure 5 
The effect of  latent heat variation on the predictions of  Eqs. (38) and (42) in subcritical and 
supercritical expansion of  moist air through Nozzle # 2  used by Barschdorff (1967) in experiments 
conducted by Schnerr (1986). (a) subcritical flow with L ' =  2839 kJ/kg (0o=34 .3%,  co o = 8.9g/kg, 
T o = 302.4~ ~ M  k ~ 1.24), (b) subcritical flow with L'  = 2501 kJ/kg (~b o = 34.3%, co o = 8.9 g/kg, 
T 0 = 302.4~ ~ M k ~ 1.24), (c) supercritical flow with L ' =  2839 kJ/kg (q5 o = 60.9%, coo = 6.3 g/kg, 
T o = 287.6~ ~ M k ~ 1.I), (d) supercritical flow with L '  = 2501 kJ/kg (~b o = 60.9%, coo = 6.3 g/kg, 
T; = 287.6~ ~ M k ~ 1.1). 

of the nozzle. Consequently in Figs. 6 and 7, L* and L* are evaluated by 
Eq. (43). In all of the figures at any onset Mach number Mk we have 
g* < g *  in agreement with Proposition 2.3.2. For the specified initial 
relative humidity and nozzle geometry the onset Mach number Mk is 
calculated by the Zierep-Lin (1967) similarity law using empirical values 
for the exponents. Under specified initial reservoir conditions and nozzle 
geometry, Figs. 5(b), 6(a), and 7(a) ~ show that at the onset Mach number 

Since Nozzle 3 in Table 1 is effectively two-dimensional, the predictions in Fig. 7 are understood for 
the flow along the centerline. 
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Predictions of Eqs. (38) and (42) with L'  = 2501 kJ/kg for the expansion of moist air through Nozzle 
# 1 in experiments conducted by Schnerr (1986). (a) subcritical flow (q~o = 38.0%, co o = 6.5 g/kg, T; = 
295.6~ ~ M k ..~ 1.27), (b) supercritical flow (q~o = 59.4%, coo = 7.6 g/kg, T~ = 290.8~ ~ M e ~ 1.16), 
(c) supercritical flow (~b o = 65.2%, COo= 11.0 g/kg, T; = 295.8~ ~ M k ~ 1.13), (d) supercritical flow 
(~b o = 76.4%, co o = 7.0 g/kg, T O = 285.7~ ~ M k ~ 1.1). 

Mk of the particular subcritical experimental run, COo always lies below the 
curve estimated by Eq. (38) whereas it is bordering on the curve estimated 
by Eq. (42). On the other hand in Figs. 5(d), 6(b)-(d)  and 7(b) at the onset 
Mach number Mk of the particular supercritical experimental run, COo lies 
much above both curves estimated by Eqs. (38) and (42). In particular the 
schlieren photographs of Fig. 8 show complete agreement with the results 
shown in Fig. 6 for the particular subcritical and supercritical experimental 
runs. The above consideration for the expansion of moist air demonstrates 
the following criterion: 
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Figure 7 
Predictions of Eqs. (38) and (42) with L ' =  2501 kJ/ 
kg for the expansion of moist air through Nozzle 
#3  in experiments conducted by Schnerr (1986) 
using nozzle geometry of Wegener and Pouring 
(1964). (a) subcritical flow (~b 0 = 32.8%, co o = 8.5 g/ 
kg, T~) = 302.4~ ~ M k ~ 1.3), (b) supercritical 
flow (q50 = 64.0%, coo = 9.0 g/kg, T; = 292.1~ 
M k ~ 1.13). 
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For the expansion of a mixture of condensible vapor with a carrier gas 
on the assumption that all of the vapor has condensed 

(i) the flow is definitely subcritical if COo < g~', 
(ii) the flow is supercritical if COo is considerably greater than g~', i.e 

(COo - g* ) /COo = O(1), and 
(iii) the flow is bordering on supercritical flow if COo is only slightly greater 

than g*, i.e. (COo -g*)/COo = o(1). 

For the expansion of pure vapor (COo = 1) g3* is a lower bound for the 
maximum of the condensate mass fraction that can be attained in subcritical 
flows. 

Now that we have the predictions g* and g* for g* given explicitly by 
Eqs. (38) and (42), we attempt to evaluate the predictions g* and g* for g*. 
It follows immediately from the critical flow conditions in Model 4 and 
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Figure 8 
Flow visualization by schlieren photographs of experimental runs conducted by Schnerr (1986) corre- 
sponding to data given in Fig, 6(a)-(d). 
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Model 1 that g* satisfies the cubic equation 

y3 + Azy2 + Aly  + Bo = 0 (44) 

where y =-g*#o/#v, A2 and A1 are given respectively by Eqs. (39) and (40) 
together with Eq. (43) for the latent heat, B0 is given by Eq. (41) with the 
onset Mach number Mk replaced by M* =-Ms(x*) > Mk and g* is given 
explicitly by Eq. (42) together with Eq. (43) for the latent heat and with 
the onset Mach number Mk replaced by M* - My(x*) > Mk. Figures 5-7 
can now be reinterpreted as the predictions g* as functions of M* and the 
predictions g* as functions of M*. Although g* and g* yield respectively 
better approximations to g* than g* and g*, for given initial reservoir 
conditions, nozzle geometry and working fluid, M* and M* are not 
available unless the rate equation is considered. In spite of this fact since 
both M* and M* are greater than Mg, it seems that better predictions for 
g* than g* can be achieved if the onset Mach number Mk is increased 
only slightly. Then the criterion stated above becomes more definite. The 
exact criterion requires the exact solution of g*, which can only be 
achieved from the exact solution of the rate equation coupled to the 
equations of flow and state. 

3. Differential theory of nozzle flows with heat addition from phase change 
and internal sources 

In this section we discuss the differential theory of nozzle flows with 
heat addition qualitatively by applying the singularity theory of differential 
equations and show its equivalence with the integro-algebraic theory of the 
preceding section. By direct differentiation of Eqs. (1)-(4) we arrive at the 
following system of differential equations: 

I #o 
1 dp 7Ma 2 1 dA #~ dg' 

p dx - A(Ma, g') A -~x + l _ # 0 g  , dx 

1 + - M a  2 
2 

q 
l + - -  

cpo To 

d q 1 
(45) 
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_ 12~ I d A  12~ dg' 
T dx A(Ma, g') Adx  + 1 -  "Og, dx 

[ T M a 2 - (  1 -~-~~ g ') l(1-~ (7 - 1) Ma2) ) }  
. . . . . . . . . .  2 d q (46) 

12~ l d A  12~ dg' 
~ dx A(Ma, g') Ad-xx+ [ ] 12o dx Ma 2 1 +--0' - 1)g' 

(1 1 , q t 
- - -  12~ 3 \  Cpo J o /  

(47) 

1 area 1 ~ /L - , 5  Ma2 dA #v dg' 

Ma Yxx - X - ~ a , g ~  Y~ ~ 1_12Og, ax 
12v 

12v d ( q (48) 

12v ,] \  cpo To 

where the Mach number Ma and the function A(Ma, g') are defined by 

m a  2 = u2 (49) 
7T' 

and where q(g', x) is given by Eq. (5). It is important to notice that the 
isentropic Mach number M introduced in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, differs from 
the above Mach number Ma in that in the definition of the latter the 
isentropic temperature is replaced by the local temperature. The above 
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system of equations reduce to the classical system of differential equations 
with internal heat addition when g' - 0 [e.g. see Zierep (1990)] and to the 
system of differential equations first derived by Barschdorff (1971) for the 
expansion of wet stream (COo = 1) in Laval nozzles when Q~,(x) - 0 .  In the 
latter case the system of equations is supplemented by the nonequilibrium 
condensation rate equation. A quantitative solution of the system of Eqs. 
(45)-(48) requires consideration of the nonequilibrium rate equation if 
g ' r  0 and can only be achieved by numerical analysis. The numerical 
solutions of the system corresponding to heat addition from internal sources 
and from nonequilibrium condensation of wet steam are already available in 
the literature from the work of Jungclaus and van Raay (1967) and 
Barschdorff (1971). A better understanding of the nature of solution can be 
achieved qualitatively by applying the singularity theory of differential 
equations [e.g. see Arnold (1991)]. The application of singularity theory to 
nozzle flows with heat addition from internal sources was first considered by 
Mthring (1979) and is discussed in detail by Zierep (1990). We herein 
generalize this qualitative analysis by applying it to the system of Eqs. 
(45)-(48). Although a complete qualitative description requires consider- 
ation of the nonequilibrium condensation rate equation, we bypass this 
requirement without loss of generality by assuming that g' (x)  is an arbi- 
trary, positive, strictly increasing function for x > 0. Under this hypothesis 
Eq. (48) plays the key role since Eqs. (45)-(47) can be solved by simple 
quadrature for given initial reservoir conditions, nozzle geometry and 
working fluid once the Mach number distribution Ma(x )  is obtained from 
Eq. (48). 

A qualitative description of Eq. (48) can be performed by identifying its 
singularities in its phase portrait, the M a - x  plane. These singularities are 
points in the M a  - x plane where Eq. (48) is of indeterminate form 0/0. To 
identify these singularities it is convenient to define 

l i  #0 , 
1 - ~--~ g 

M a * ( x )  =- 
+/-to (7 _ 1)g' 

(51) 

7*(x) = 7 , (52) 
1 + #0 (7 --  1)g'  

#0 

l d A  t~ dg' 
r(x) - A dx -+ (53) 

1 _ r a g ,  dx ' 
#~ 
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s(x) 

and 
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dx 

(55) 

where q/(cpoTo)= [g'L'+ Qi'~(x)]/(C'poT'o) and g ' =  g'(x) is a given strictly 
increasing function for x > 0. It is now evident that the singularities of Eq. 
(48) exist whenever A(Ma, g') ~ 0 and h(x) -~ 0 or equivalently Ma ~ Ma* 
(x) and h(x) ~ O. It can further be shown that these singularities of Eq. (48) 
are also precisely the same singularities of Eqs. (45)-(47), thus they are the 
singularities of the system of equations (45)-(48). 

Heat addition from nonequilibrium condensation (g'L') is usually 
confined to a finite region. If we assume that possible heat addition from 
other internal sources [Q;n(x)] is also confined to a finite region and that 
the total heat addition over this finite region is without oscillations, then 
typical behavior of the functions r(x) and [1 + 7*(x)]s(x) is as shown in 
Figs. 9(a) and (b). Figure 9(a) shows the case of single singular point, the 
classical saddle point at a throat (subcritical flow). Figure 9(b) shows three 
zeros 0 = x] < x2 < x3 of h corresponding to three singularities of Eq. (48) 
where the Mach number Ma takes the values Ma*(xn) n = 1, 2, 3. To 
investigate the nature of these singularities we proceed with further analysis. 
By applying L'H6pital's Rule to Eq. (48) we arrive at 

2~2+ 7~l--7---;-)n+\Aax/ . . . .  \ d x J ,  ~ - ~ G = 0  (56) 
1 _rag; 

#v 

r(x),  (l+'y*) s (x) r (x ) , { l§  s (x} 

,.,~.(l+y*)s(x) 
r ( x )  

x1=O O=Xl X2 X3 
{a) (b) 

Figure 9 
Typical behavior of the functions r(x) and [1 + y*(x)]s(x) possessing (a) a single singularity (b) three 
singularities of Eq. (48). 
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where 

+ \dx ) . -  

/,{IXo'~/dg"~ (1 dA)  
n - -  i i 

t, ,oJt dx )or A-ZSx. 

_ t-g Y)o , 

1 dMa 
tp - lim 

(h,Ma) ~ (O,Ma*(x)~ Ma dx 

1 IXOg, 
#~ 

2 

7 * - 7 * ( x . )  and where by subscript n we mean  'evaluated 
n = 1, 2, 3'. The solution of  Eq. (56) yields 

_ [7.\A(ldA~dx]~ 4 2y*(#o/#v)(dg'/dx)~]+ x~ ~ 
01,2  - -  1 - -  (#o/IX~)g',, _] - 

4 

where 

(57) 

(58) 

at x : X n 

(59) 

( 1 )  , jn 
D -  7" ~ x  + + 4 G .  (60) 

" 1 _mg  
#v 

A discussion of  Eq. (59) reveals that  a singularity xn of  Eq. (48) is 

(i) a saddle point  with or wi thout  heat addi t ion if G -> 0 and D > 0, 
(ii) a nodal  point  with heat addi t ion if G < 0 and D - 0, 

(iii) a turning point  wi thout  heat addi t ion if G = D = 0, 
(iv) a spiral point  with heat addi t ion if G < 0 and D < 0 and 
(v) a vortex point  wi thout  heat addi t ion if G < 0 and D < 0. 

The local behavior of  the singularities of  Eq. (48) are exhibited in Figs. 
10 (a ) - ( f )  in the M a -  x plane where the origin is chosen at the singular 
point  (x,,  Ma*) with Ma* = Ma*(x,). 

We can now discuss the possible global solutions of  Eq. (48) f rom the 
local behavior  of  Eq. (59) by not ing that  

(i) xl = 0 is a saddle point  wi thout  heat addi t ion (classical throat  with 
G > 0 ,  D > 0 ) ,  

(ii) x3 is a saddle point  with or wi thout  heat addi t ion (G > 0, D > 0) and 
(iii) x2 is either a spiral point  ( G < 0 ,  D < 0 )  or a nodal  point  

(G < 0, D -> 0) with heat addition. 
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Figure 10 

Mo 

Classification of singularities of Eq. (48). (a) a saddle point with heat addition, (b) a nodal point with 
heat addition, (c) a spiral point with heat addition, (d) a saddle point without heat addition, (e) a 
turning point without heat addition, (f) a vortex point without heat addition. 

Figures 11 and 12 show possible global solutions of Eq. (48) where X 2 is a 
spiral point and a nodal point respectively and x3 is a saddle point with or 
without heat addition. In both cases the flow is eventually accelerated to 
supersonic speeds. In addition Fig. 11 predicts a unique position for the 
shock wave to be fitted when x2 is a spiral point .  

1 

Ha 

I I I 

X 1 X 2  X3  
- " - X  

Figure 11 
Global solution of Eq. (48) when x 2 is a spiral point and x 3 is a saddle point with or without heat 
addition. 
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M 

Xl • X3 

Figure 12 
Global solution of Eq. (48) when x 2 is a nodal point and x 3 is a saddle point with or without heat 
addition. 

Having discussed the global solution of the system of differential 
equations (45)-(48) qualitatively by its singularities, we now investigate the 
equivalent conditions at the singularities in the integro-algebraic theory. It 
follows at once from Eqs. (7) and (8) that Ma~Ma*(x) as A - 0  which 
shows that the condition Ma ---, Ma*(x) in differential theory corresponds to 
the critical flow condition A--*0 or q/(epoTo)~q*/(cpoTo) in the integro- 
algebraic formulation. Furthermore it can be shown after cumbersome 
manipulations that the condition h ~ 0 in differential theory is equivalent to 
the condition d/dx(q/cpoTo)-,d/dx(q*/cpoTo) in integro-algebraic theory. 
Therefore the conditions 

Ma=Ma*(x) and h = 0  

that identify the singularities in differential theory are equivalent to the 
conditions 

cpoTo cpoTo and ~x =~xx 

in integro-algebraic theory. This proves that the flow necessarily reaches 
critical flow at the singularities of the differential system. 

4. Thermal choking 

The phenomenon of thermal choking in nozzle flows is usually at- 
tributed to heat addition from phase change or internal sources exceeding a 
certain critical amount, which is now exactly defined by Eqs. (20) and (29) 
respectively for diabatic flows and for flows with nonequilibrium condensa- 
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tion. It is commonly believed that thermal choking occurs when the 
compressive effect produced by heat addition overweighs the influence of 
increasing cross-section moving the flow Mach number 2 toward unity. 
Thus a commonly accepted criterion for thermal choking [e.g. Pouring 
(1965)] is tied up with the critical flow condition which presumably occurs 
when the flow Mach number reaches unity. In such a case the flow is 
visualized by the occurrence of normal shock waves. 

Now that we have defined the exact critical flow conditions for dia- 
batic nozzle flows and for nozzle flows with nonequilibrium condensation, 
we investigate the nature of thermal choking by identifying the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for its occurrence. For a precise definition of 
thermal choking we rely upon experimental observations that it is visual- 
ized by the occurrence of normal shock waves. We call a flow thermally 
choked if no continuous solution of Eqs. (1)-(4)  exists for given initial 
reservoir conditions, nozzle geometry and working fluid by assuming that 
Q~n(x) and g'(x) are arbitrary strictly increasing functions for x > 0 (super- 
sonic heat addition). It then follows immediately from the integro-alge- 
braic theory that A = 0 (or Q/(cpoTo) = Q*/(cpoTo) for diabatic flows and 
q/(cpoTo) =q*/(cpoTo) for flows with nonequilibrium condensation) or 
equivalently from the differential theory that Ma = Ma*(x) is a necessary 
condition for thermal choking. Ruling out the possibilities for the occur- 
rence of a continuous global solution of the preceding section we arrive 
at the conclusion that the flow is thermally choked if and only if the 
system of flow equations exhibits a spiral singularity. Thus the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for a flow to be thermally choked can be iden- 
tified as 

q q* 
- -  or equivalently Ma = Ma*(x), (a) 

Cpo To Cpo To 

d(cp@o) d(qc~oTo) (b))--s = ~xx or equivalently h = 0 and 

(c) G < 0 ,  D < 0  

at some point (2, Ma*(2)) in Ma - x plane. This suggests that a thermally 
choked flow is supercritical and vice versa. It can further be demonstrated 
that a sufficient condition for thermal choking is 

dMa 
dx 

- - - 3 - - ~  a s  Ma~Ma*(x) 

for some x = x*. 

2 For nozzle flows with nonequilibrium condensation this is the local frozen Mach number. 
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Having exhibited the necessary and sufficient conditions for thermal 
choking, we now show that the commonly accepted criterion of thermal 
choking which states that the flow Mach number reaches unity (which may 
not be true in general) is only a necessary condition. To demonstrate this 
fact we first define the local frozen speed of sound by 

@ _ hQ (61) 
1 

h p - -  
Q 

following Vincenti and Kruger (1965) where 

h = Cpo T - L (T)  Po g, _ Q(x) 

with 

L'(T)p~ Q~n(X)po 
L ( T ) - - -  and Q ( x ) - - -  

9 T; 

If we denote the local frozen Mach number (the flow Mach number) by 

U 2 

Mg 2 - ~ ,  (62) 

we can easily show that it is related to the Mach number Ma by 

[1 + ~~ g ' ( 7 -  1 ) (1-L~)]  
2 ~via - (63) M g = ~ -  2 7 

[v-L,g'U~ ' ] 
L P,, JL M~ J 

where L ~ ( T ) =  dL/dT. Now a necessary condition for thermal choking 
(Ma = Ma*(x)  at some x = x* or g' = g* where L1 takes the value L~*) in 
terms of the flow Mach number becomes 

Ms = Mg* - . / 1  
~*~* 

1 - ~ *  ( 6 4 )  

where 

~. = #0 ]l_____z~(7 - g*L*l 

and 

(65) 

7"--- 
1 + kto g . ( y  _ 1) 

#~ 

(66) 
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It is important to note that for the widely adopted two-phase homogeneous 
dispersed flow model of liquid droplets and gas mixture (with the classical 
assumptions that no slip between the dispersed droplets and the mixture of 
gases is taken into account, the enthalpy difference of the liquid and gaseous 
phases is approximated by the latent heat of condensation, etc.), also 
assumed herein, the commonly accepted view that the flow Mach number 
Mg reaches unity at thermal choking is only true if ~*--*0 (i.e. L1--*0, the 
case of constant latent heat). It is now obvious from Eq. (64) that M g < 1 
whenever 0 < ~* <  1/7" and M g > 1 whenever ~*<  0. However, since the 
latent heat is weakly dependent on temperature for most working fluids in 
the operational range of the nozzle, it follows that [~*l "~ 1 which shows that 
the classical view that M* ~ 1 for a thermally choked flow is almost true 
and is realized within the accuracy of experimental visualization. 

5. Discussion 

In this investigation the integro-algebraic and differential formulations 
of the flow and state equations for nozzle flows with heat addition from 
phase change and other internal sources are employed to analyze the 
phenomenon of thermal choking. The exact expressions that define the 
critical amount of heat necessarily attained at thermal choking are respec- 
tively given by Eqs. (20) and (29) for diabatic nozzle flows and nozzle flows 
with nonequilibrium condensation. By application of the singularity theory 
to the system of differential equations for nozzle flows with or without heat 
addition, the singularities of the system are classified (Fig. 10) and the 
topological phase portraits of possible flow patterns with heat addition 
reaching the critical amount are exhibited (Figs. 11 and 12). A thermally 
choked or supercritical flow is identified as the flow pattern which is 
visualized by the occurrence of normal shock waves and the necessary and 
sufficient conditions at thermal choking are displayed in Section 4 as the 
conditions for the existence of a spiral singularity. It is then shown that the 
flow Mach number at thermal choking is not necessarily unity in condensing 
nozzle flows due to the variation from the temperature dependence of the 
latent heat. 

In predicting thermal choking in nozzle flows with nonequilibrium 
condensation, approximate models that evaluate the critical amount of heat 
are constructed as presented in Section 2.3. Consequently a cubic equation 
[Eq. (38)] which relates the estimate g* of the limiting condensate mass 
fraction to the onset Mach number Mk (presumably to be evaluated by the 
Zierep and Lin [1967] similarity law using empirical exponents for a given 
working fluid) is derived and a criterion for the existence of supercritical 
condensing flows based on this estimate is established. This criterion for 
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thermal choking is tested against data of moist air expansions from nozzle 
experiments conducted recently by Schnerr (1986) and good agreement is 
achieved. For other working fluids (e.g. pure steam) the applicability of this 
criterion can easily be determined when satisfactory data from experiments 
with these fluids are available. 

In all of the above treatment both the condensible vapor and the carrier 
gas constituting the mixture are assumed to be perfect gases. It would be 
interesting to find out whether the above analytical treatment of thermal 
choking can be extended to account for real gas effects. Even if a simple 
equation such as the van der Waals equation of state is adopted for the 
condensible vapor phase alone, arriving at a solution of the flow and state 
equations in functional form, such as Eqs. (7) - (11)  for a mixture of perfect 
gases, from which the critical amount of heat can be identified seems not 
possible. 
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Abstract 

The mathematical theory of sub- and supercritical nozzle flows is presented by a unified description 
of integro-algebraic and differential formulations of the flow equations. The critical amount of heat 
necessary for a thermally choked flow is defined and models which approximate this critical amount of 
heat are constructed for nozzle flows with both given internal heat source distributions and nonequi- 
librium condensation. In particular a cubic equation for an estimate of the limiting condensate mass 
fraction for shock free condensing flows is derived and a criterion for the existence of supercritical 
condensing flows based on this estimate is established. The necessary and sufficient conditions for 
thermal choking are then stated. It is shown that the commonly accepted view, which asserts that the 
flow Mach number reaches unity at thermal choking (known to be not always true in condensing flows), 
only exhibits a necessary condition for a thermally choked flow. 
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